Crystal City Block Plan "G": Feedback Survey

Q1 Understanding the Sector Plan guidance for the open space, do you
have comments or suggestions that might inform a future park master
planning process?
Answered: 56

Skipped: 18

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Provide an indoor space that nonprofit groups, including unincorporated associations, could
reserve for meetings and other events. Create free indoor play spaces for young children who
need a place to be active on a rainy day.

3/28/2018 9:56 PM

2

Open green space, please. Preferably with shade trees.

3/28/2018 9:21 PM

3

Add a ballroom dance studio. Have places for people to eat with covering (e.g., on rainy and
snowy days). Add a Trader Joes or Aldis. Add a place for people to have outdoors to dance (e.g.,
swing dancing), language groups, Christmas market, or otherwise meet.

3/28/2018 5:43 PM

4

The space should not limit the surface type.

3/28/2018 5:27 PM

5

Have studies be completed to show that there is enough consumer demand to support this space
and the surrounding retail?

3/28/2018 4:59 PM

6

please have open house next time - figuring out plans through website is challenging, at best. I
could not locate specific CURRENT plans for the block or the proposed park along 18th. many
documents do not load easily.

3/28/2018 2:36 PM

7

Like the concept of open space - and movable/interchangeable retail/food stands.

3/28/2018 1:44 PM

8

I like the idea of making that corner more “exciting” and community-oriented. I also like the idea of
preserving space for the farmers’ market.

3/28/2018 12:43 PM

9

Include grass and trees.

3/28/2018 12:24 PM

10

The public should have access to the roof tops, both the green ones and others. This is missing in
Arlington and could be a great feature in Crystal City. Trees need to be proportional to the size of
the buildings. Too often small trees are planted near tall buildings.

3/28/2018 12:18 PM

11

The retail and hardscape features eat up too much open space. The building also obscures the
open space from the corner of Crystal Drive and 18th St.

3/28/2018 12:08 PM

12

The slope on the east end should be used creatively. A building or arcade there, instead of along
18th, could have small retail areas with 8-10 ft ceilings stepping up the slope. Also, the linear park
area should have many access points.

3/27/2018 5:22 PM

13

Plan should have minimal pedestrian/vehicular interaction while maintaining maximum mobility for
pedestrians and vehicles.

3/27/2018 4:44 PM

14

Green space is very limited in Crystal City. An increase of public green space should be of high
importance for present and future planning in Crystal City.

3/27/2018 4:39 PM

15

A hard surface will be very hot in the summer and potentially slippery in the winter months for
pedestrians to walk along to get from the Metroway busses on Crystal Drive to the Metro entrance.
Is there really a need for more hard surfacing in Crystal city? Is there a way to incorporate more
green space with pathways instead?

3/27/2018 4:33 PM

16

Once DPR and Planning is committed to doing a master planning process, make sure there are
funds identified that will actually build the park, otherwise the plan will quickly become outdated.

3/27/2018 3:51 PM

17

The current proposal for a corner retail building is quite in variation to the idea of a head house.
But the retail building is in line with a permanent market building arcade. We should not "fight" the
topography too much. We should use it, particulary between Crystal Drive and the rest of the park,
where an attactive sloping rise can attract users to the park.

3/27/2018 3:14 PM

18

I am amazed that the wonderful park on is being replaced by a Movie Theater. If this were left there would be much less concern about the "new park plans."

3/26/2018 10:19 PM
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19

Prioritize building the new metro entrance; be sure to find a sustainable park management and
funding model. Look to the BID or other entities to fund and provide programming, ensuring that
there is a sustainable revenue stream for park operations.

3/26/2018 1:38 PM

20

No

3/26/2018 1:35 PM

21

Keep in mind pedestrian access to the park, particularly the 18th and Eads intersection which
currently has timings that favor cars.

3/26/2018 1:22 PM

22

According to Arlington County, Crystal City (CC) has a density of 27 people per acre versus the 12
people per acre for Arlington County as a whole. Combined with the fact that there are NO single
family homes in CC, the need for open space -- and especially green space, which research shows
is necessary for health reasons, should be given a priority here.

3/26/2018 12:16 PM

23

Plan looks nice

3/25/2018 7:27 PM

24

Keep the space as open and light as possible, with trees and areas for strolling, gathering events
(like music), and enjoying the open air.

3/24/2018 5:50 PM

25

I'm not understanding the need for the corner retail building. There are so many (empty) buildings
in Crystal City. Why do we need to build another?

3/23/2018 10:23 PM

26

permanent hard surfaces to support permanent structures ideal for famers markets, events,
festivals, wine tastings... anything to bring a greater sense of community to a sterile Crystal City.

3/23/2018 11:18 AM

27

would like there to be a more permanent market lots of green space, mature trees, native species

3/23/2018 9:34 AM

28

Cafés and small restaurants would help create a more social and neighborhood feel

3/22/2018 8:48 PM

29

The images above the text in this survey are far too small to be informative, so I am just going on
the text. I think stormwater management is critical in this area and so encourage the designers to
maximize on-site infiltration. Otherwise, I think all these design principles seem fine. One
exception: I am not sure what benefit we get from "celebrating" a metro entrance.

3/22/2018 6:40 PM

30

i would add a retail building on the corner and manipulate the grade to create a two level park.
turbines are stupid.

3/22/2018 4:57 PM

31

No

3/22/2018 3:25 PM

32

I work across the street at 1801 Bell. Currently there is a serious problem with jaywalking all along
the length of 18th from at least Eads down to Crystal. ANY plan to add density and interest to 18th
must account for the heavier volume of pedestrian traffic and hopefully CHANNEL it better. I am
concerned already that pedestrians dart out all along the street, lights be damned. If we increase
interest in the area after dark, pedestrian safety is going to be a serious issue.

3/22/2018 3:05 PM

33

All of your renderings are misleading showing Metro Market Square as exceedingly green despite
the accompanying text explaining that the space will be primarily hard surfaces...which are not
typically green. I also don’t see the fairly severe grade change at that location adequately
addressed. You propose something like La Rambla in Barcelona when in fact it will need to be
stepped to allow flat spaces for food carts. This is fine as long as the relationship between the
terraces is well considered. I hope for well landscaped spaces with native plants and lots of trees!

3/22/2018 2:49 PM

34

This project is really moving Crystal City in the right direction by integrating mass transit with an
integrated commercial and residential development approach - full steam ahead!

3/22/2018 2:11 PM

35

Too early in the process. The new VRE station location will change pedestrian flows and affect the
bike trail and Water Park. The direction of future retail (overall) is uncertain. But creating an
attractive, flexible public open space with enough trees and seating, and a "market" space is a
good goal.

3/22/2018 1:18 PM

36

no

3/22/2018 12:49 PM

37

The park needs not only to be a place of transit from the Metro to VRE and other local pedestrian
movements, but a meeting place. A place with connections to the Water Park. Making water an
important part of the design would connect the park to the Water Park. A stream-waterfall feature
would make the connection between the two parks

3/22/2018 12:43 PM

38

Stick to plan for 18th Street park, with no additional retail building.

3/22/2018 11:08 AM

39

access to transportation, and opportunities to use retail to create a market environment

3/22/2018 9:51 AM

40

Plan needs to make sure to include elements that are "soft" and inviting that will encourage people
to want to stay

3/22/2018 9:33 AM
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41

A number of different uses, including but not limited to areas for activatiion and relaxation. Retail is
key to making a park an active environment and calm, landscaped areas are key to relaxing
environments.

3/22/2018 9:25 AM

42

I love that this park is even being proposed. We need more green space that is actually usable in
Crystal. This park appears to have a variety of benefits beyond just the greenery but also provides
comfortable access to buses and Metro and provides a much more attractive connection from the
street up to the existing buildings and (hopefully) future retail. It actually looks like a place where
you could sit and relax and read a book. I am very supportive of the plan.

3/22/2018 8:56 AM

43

I would like a park that has a wide range of uses - hardscape, greenscape, works well with retail,
active and passive spaces and opportunities to create a great nexus of activity between the retail
and the metro plaza.

3/21/2018 5:54 PM

44

A park in Crystal with soft greenscape, activated retail, and relaxation areas would be great to
change the current environment.

3/21/2018 4:53 PM

45

Parks that have multiple use areas such as seating, gathering space (yoga), shade from mature
trees, lush greenery to create a serene environment, areas to celebrate - retail with outdoor
components

3/21/2018 4:33 PM

46

An iconic building on the corner would provide an architectural identity to the corner while
providing a much needed sense of enclosure to the park. Without the corner building, the majority
of the park would front on 18th Street, which is busy and commercial.

3/21/2018 4:11 PM

47

The future park should maximize green space - Crystal city needs green space, not more
hardscape!

3/21/2018 3:53 PM

48

It seems very important that the grade change be handele along 18th street. There is a large
grade change from Crystal Drive to South Bell Street. The new park should take this into account.
It is important that new proposed development screen the existing parking entrances and provide
gracefull metro access.

3/21/2018 3:51 PM

49

I am concerned that the drawings show large trees along the open space, yet the lack of sufficient
sunlight will not allow taller canopy trees to grow.

3/21/2018 1:17 PM

50

Due to the vast amount of hardscaping in Crystal City, this large future park would be a nice place
to have greenery, art, bosques of trees, with the potential to have vendors or farmers markets in
areas.

3/21/2018 12:04 PM

51

Whatever green space there is, there needs to be significant tree cover. Lawns and bushes don’t
cut it in making the area seem living and vibrant.

3/20/2018 7:12 PM

52

Retail uses would be an exciting way to make this park feel more energetic. There is already a
farmer's market in Crystal City so this is an opportunity to do something different with the space.

3/20/2018 4:53 PM

53

No.

3/20/2018 3:37 PM

54

Test

3/19/2018 6:37 PM

55

No

3/19/2018 5:35 PM

56

Test

3/19/2018 5:22 PM
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Q2 Do you agree that a market themed plaza is still an appropriate use
for the space within the next 30 +/- years?
Answered: 74
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Q3 Additional comments about Sector Plan guidance: (optional)
Answered: 35

Skipped: 39

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

crystal city needs trees

3/28/2018 9:23 PM

2

There is plenty of retail. A temporary farmer's market is good, but any other retail just hurts the
existing retail.

3/28/2018 5:28 PM

3

The area currently has low end or vacant retail spaces. Add vacant retail to a large open park and
you may end up with a dangerous homeless or vagrant camp.

3/28/2018 5:02 PM

4

The area needs more activities on weekends that are not marathons, races, etc., but are more like
street festivals that will attract residents of the area, of all ages.

3/28/2018 2:57 PM

5

Do not fill in with permanent stores as was done in Pentagon Row

3/28/2018 12:25 PM

6

Reviewing often and considering flexible spaces to meet the needs of the community will be
important to sustaining the marketplace.

3/28/2018 12:20 PM

7

Temporary pushcarts would be great, flexible, and compatible with open space. A permanent
building is the wrong way to go.

3/28/2018 12:09 PM

8

Some shelters will be needed to provide shade in summer and windbreaks in winter.

3/27/2018 5:23 PM

9

I do not want to see the space become a permanent spot for food trucks over public open area for
everyone's enjoyment

3/27/2018 4:42 PM

10

I think a market concept can co-exist with other uses.

3/27/2018 3:52 PM

11

A more natural open space for the area sloping towards 18th street would be preferred. Perhaps
there could be a mini path with a resting sitting area that overlooks 18th St. Except for the corner
area at Crystal and 18th. the design should not explictly be for market functions (except for
temporary booth setups).

3/27/2018 3:17 PM

12

The Sector Plan needs to be updated given that the redevelopment of Crystal City has not
occurred as was envisioned. Given the fact that the County has not been able to develop any
realistic plan for the "Central Park," the Block G park now stands as the best opportunity to have a
large park near the center of CC.

3/26/2018 12:22 PM

13

We have so limited open space in Crystal City. Give us as much as possible and keep it as green
as possible.

3/24/2018 5:51 PM

14

I'm not understanding the need for the corner retail building. There are so many (empty) buildings
in Crystal City. Why do we need to build another?

3/23/2018 10:23 PM

15

more permanent infrastructure (similar to that seen in DC, Wharf area, etc.) to promote more
gatherings, festivals, concerts... making CC a destination for other to come and enjoy (and spend
money at our restaurants, retail, etc.)

3/23/2018 11:20 AM

16

a real farmers market type market or Union Market type market - not just mall type vendors

3/23/2018 9:35 AM

17

There are no non-paved surfaces within 5 blocks of this site - everything around it is concrete!
Please consider patches of green space or plantings to make the market experience more positive
and well-rounded. As an example, the waterfront south of Key Bridge has strong retail, a theater,
and a lot of green space.

3/22/2018 6:43 PM

18

the space is too big and market spaces dont work as are vacant most of the time. needs a retail
building to complete the street.

3/22/2018 4:59 PM

19

Where the farmers market is now works great - new location for that isn't needed to my mind. But
additional park space is always welcome. I worry about density of users supporting more retail
when the tunnel stores don't seem well trafficked.

3/22/2018 3:06 PM

20

This development will finally bring Crystal City to the forefront in modern urban development
concepts - the project is long overdue

3/22/2018 2:12 PM
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21

Alamo Drafthouse!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3/22/2018 2:07 PM

22

Without funding, many pieces of the Sector Plan could be so delayed that there won't be the
hoped-for synergy that can revitalize.

3/22/2018 1:23 PM

23

no

3/22/2018 12:49 PM

24

There does need a place for the farmer's market

3/22/2018 12:44 PM

25

Retail markets can be helpful in activating a park

3/22/2018 9:52 AM

26

I'm not sure how sucessful "temporary" retail will be on a secondary street

3/22/2018 9:35 AM

27

It's been proven in other cities that parks with a consistent market presence create activation
which is critical here.

3/22/2018 8:57 AM

28

Coordinating well with the retail environment will be helpful in activating the park space and
making it inviting and successful.

3/21/2018 5:55 PM

29

The park would be activated by the retail in the area. The market themed plaza will be great.

3/21/2018 4:54 PM

30

Not sure a market is what is needed - more green space will help alleviate the concrete jungle
effect.

3/21/2018 3:55 PM

31

I'm concerned the area will be too hot and sunny for people to enjoy during the summer and too
windy in winter. It needs more planting spaces interspersed with taller shrubs/small trees to
provide shade and reduce winds.

3/21/2018 1:19 PM

32

Due to the contsantly changing nature of retail, a potential for greenspace that is flexable rather
than a purely retail area would be nice

3/21/2018 12:05 PM

33

The success of this space will depend on how diverse it is and how well it interacts with the
neighborhood. This should be a park that doesn't turn its back on adjacent uses.

3/20/2018 5:02 PM

34

Test

3/19/2018 6:38 PM

35

None

3/19/2018 5:35 PM
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Q4 Based on the market characteristics below, which format is best for
the future open space? (select up to two)
Answered: 70

Skipped: 4
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Q5 The Sector Plan envisioned the ground plan of the open space to be
primarily finished in hard surfaces or paving to accommodate pedestrians
and market uses. Do you think the ground plane should be primarily hard
surfaces (paved), soft surfaces (landscaped), or a balance of both?
Answered: 69
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Q6 Additional comments about market space character: (optional)
Answered: 40

Skipped: 34

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

With the paved surface, a lot of care should be taken into account to prevent flooding due to added
impervious surfaces.

3/28/2018 10:00 PM

2

Natural. Plants. Trees. Not pavement.

3/28/2018 9:31 PM

3

Have soft spaces but not all that people may have hay fever in the spring (e.g., dirt but not
necessarily grass).

3/28/2018 5:46 PM

4

More landscaping, less empty paving.

3/28/2018 5:30 PM

5

should be easily and conveniently accessible to all users (ADA compatible)

3/28/2018 2:39 PM

6

It would be nice to have a permanent market shed but not here

3/28/2018 12:27 PM

7

Because Crystal City has so much paved area, creating soft spaces will be welcomed and multipurpose for both utilizing the marketplace and enjoying the market goods in a natural relaxing
space. A balance is good, but preference towards more soft areas than hard.

3/28/2018 12:24 PM

8

No Faneuil Hall type building. Market tents, like the Holiday Market down by Gallery Place, would
be fine. The County needs to emphasize open green space/gardens in Crystal City, which has
plenty of retail and hard surfaces.

3/28/2018 12:16 PM

9

The space is large enough to be subdivided into areas with different features.

3/27/2018 5:25 PM

10

Soft surfaces are preferable but should not be compromised by heavy foot traffic. AstroTurf is not
a solution.

3/27/2018 4:46 PM

11

Soft surfaces give a break from the summer heat. This is most likely the highest use time for these
spaces. Crystal City has plenty of hard surfaces

3/27/2018 4:46 PM

12

See my earlier comment about safety and heat concerns with hard surfaces.

3/27/2018 4:34 PM

13

Enough hardscape already in this concrete jungle. We need more pervious areas, more color and
more human scaled

3/27/2018 3:54 PM

14

You will need plenty of hard surfaces for setup and circulation, with imbedded trees surrounded by
the hard surfaces. The green spaces can be located primarily on the slope down to 18th St.

3/27/2018 3:20 PM

15

Obviously there's not a LOT of space here, but Crystal City is massively hard spaces, so an
approach that at least partially mitigates the dominance of hard space should be preferred.

3/27/2018 12:54 PM

16

Embrace urban - go for the hardscape. Be sure to still include green elements with trees, arbors,
planters, and likewise - but turf isn't needed here and maintaining turf is too challenging.

3/26/2018 1:40 PM

17

Would a market-centered park be a priority if it were likely to be the only large park near the
center, particularly given the fact that retail has changed so much since the CC Sector Plan was
envisioned and retail is seen as critical to the ground floor of buildings?

3/26/2018 12:29 PM

18

Make it look like a park, not just another commercial area. Keep it green.

3/24/2018 5:52 PM

19

Crystal City could use more green space, but I'm afraid that it will just become a miniature dog
park or pet rest area, which would then make me uncomfortable for eating, relaxing, or shopping
vendors.

3/23/2018 10:26 PM

20

stylish hard surfaces (unlike the work on Hayes St. in Pentagon City) that will help transform CC to
a place where residents and visitors alike can gather, enjoy and spend money

3/23/2018 11:22 AM

21

green space

3/23/2018 9:35 AM

22

There is no place to get a cup of coffee and sit on the grass, or have a picnic near a grocery store
(gourmet or not), anywhere in Crystal City or Pentagon City. This location, and the water park, are
the perfect sites to address this gap!

3/22/2018 6:45 PM
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23

large, open, vast hard surfaces are not inviting. most plans for open space make them too big and
vast and not approachable and soft and inviitng.

3/22/2018 5:01 PM

24

currently it is all hard surfaces. Some balance would be nice, but primarily hard is a good call for
this space I would think -- it has a strong slope.

3/22/2018 3:08 PM

25

This space will also presumably need to be terraced. Perhaps seating and low retaining walls can
be combined. Also, we need more trees!

3/22/2018 2:53 PM

26

Hard scape only seems like an out of date landscape architecture approach

3/22/2018 2:14 PM

27

Too early to know what will be most appropriate.

3/22/2018 1:28 PM

28

The area has too much hard scape parks. Some softness is needed.

3/22/2018 12:47 PM

29

Need to include plenty of soft elements. Too much hardscape will not be inviting

3/22/2018 9:36 AM

30

Crystal City has too many "hard edges" right now. I would like to see softening wherever possible
but still provide the foundation and infrastructure to have events, kiosks, etc.

3/22/2018 8:59 AM

31

Having a mix of hard and soft scapes will allow for a ranges of uses in the park throughout the day
and the year and ensure that it is used and activated as much as possible.

3/21/2018 5:56 PM

32

There needs to be a balance but the soft surfaces will really help to bring pedestrians all year
round to this area. The combination of soft surfaces with the retail will create a great environment.

3/21/2018 4:57 PM

33

There is too much pavement in Crystal City! Pavement should only be used where necessary.

3/21/2018 4:16 PM

34

The space should be green and limit hardscape as much as possible.

3/21/2018 3:58 PM

35

Greenery with small trees needs to be interspersed with surface that is paved.

3/21/2018 1:21 PM

36

While I would like market space, there is already so little soft space in the nearby blocks,
contributing to the areas overall harsh, sterile feel (even nearby water park, while beautiful, is
mostly concrete). Hard space should be kept to the absolute minimum needed to support the
market area

3/20/2018 7:16 PM

37

Many parks are too dark and quiet during the work days and nights. This park should strive to
maintain an energy level 7 days a week that matches the surrounding urban character of Crystal
City.

3/20/2018 5:03 PM

38

People tend to avoid hard surfaces in the summer, and the DC area is infamous for having some
harsh weather during that season. I think a balance between the two surfaces can offer something
more pleasant to enjoy time in during all sorts of weather.

3/20/2018 3:40 PM

39

Test

3/19/2018 6:39 PM

40

None

3/19/2018 5:36 PM
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Q7 Understanding the 17 foot elevation difference between the upper and
lower levels, what type of treatment is best for providing a pedestrian
connection to Crystal Drive? (choose up to two)
Answered: 69

Skipped: 5
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Q8 Additional comments about the site topography and pedestrian
connection: (optional)
Answered: 35

Skipped: 39

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

stairs should be functional, not the feature

3/28/2018 9:34 PM

2

If you choose the green terrace, allow for ramps. Landscaping should be romantic.

3/28/2018 5:49 PM

3

Make the big grand stair follow the general path of travel and let it be a gathering place. This can
be the organizing feature of the park and plaza below.

3/28/2018 5:33 PM

4

The steps should be designed so that people can sit on them without blocking others from walking
by, as seen in the renderings.

3/28/2018 3:02 PM

5

sculptural steps, split steps, and linear steps/terraces appear to be challenging to use, especially
for older peds or peds with disabilities.

3/28/2018 2:43 PM

6

The sloped landscape with paths is a great feature similarly to the crystal city water park which a
lot of people love to climb up and overlook the fountain. If that can incorporate also some more
direct paths within it for efficient up and down access, that would be ideal. If not, then the linear
steps are the second option. At long bridge park, the linear steps near the front of the park are
used for all kinds of activities including access. Straight up and down stairs are difficult for a lot of
people and intimidating for families with children and carrying objects.

3/28/2018 12:29 PM

7

minimize stairs

3/28/2018 12:28 PM

8

gradual paths allow more natural, softer landscaping that works with existing contours rather than
cutting harshly across them. Curves emphasize this. Already too many plazas and plain grass
areas.

3/28/2018 12:20 PM

9

If a retail building or arcade wrapped around the corner or faced Crystal Drive, it could incorporate
or provide a roof over stairs or an escalator.

3/27/2018 5:30 PM

10

Need a better pedestrian connection between metro elevators and public space

3/27/2018 3:55 PM

11

The solutions with vertical walls will discourage entrance to the park from Crystal Drive. The split
step or linear step approaches that allow one to see the park on the top are preferred.

3/27/2018 3:22 PM

12

It seems like practicality will need to dominate the decision - but anything with some open and
green character would be nicer than just solid hardscape.

3/27/2018 12:57 PM

13

Use the grade change to create a place.

3/26/2018 1:42 PM

14

The "pedestrian walk" recently put in suggests that it is possible to create a park that does not
have as much concrete as most of the options.

3/26/2018 12:34 PM

15

You need accommodation for handicapped. If there's a commercial building on the corner, include
an elevator. Otherwise, you need an escalator or sloped walkway to the higher areas.

3/24/2018 5:55 PM

16

My second choice is the linear steps with green space. How do we discourage skateboarders, etc.
from tearing up the area?

3/23/2018 10:30 PM

17

Just a question about the proposed corner retail: I hope it is retail/restaurant/café that will draw
folks, rather than just a drycleaner or office supply store that will not add value/life after business
hours.

3/23/2018 11:27 AM

18

not the stair aside version

3/23/2018 9:36 AM

19

Soft surfaces are critical in this area - the existing ones are under-used because they don't fit the
context. Linear steps or sloped landscape are the best choices here.

3/22/2018 6:48 PM

20

slopes and gradual movement not good

3/22/2018 5:03 PM

21

Gradual shift incorporated into the design will make for a nicer place to hang out, provide less of a
bottleneck.

3/22/2018 3:11 PM
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22

Yes! So glad that site grade has been addressed. Sorry to focus on it earlier! We have enough
large blank walls in Crystal City. It would be nice to have this stepped down to the street level in a
bold and attractive way.

3/22/2018 2:56 PM

23

Many options would be appropriate for establishing an open and accessible public space - Of the 6
options, only the 6th - Stair aside 17’ feature wall - does not seem like a good fit

3/22/2018 2:18 PM

24

Would need much more time to evaluate pros and cons.

3/22/2018 1:32 PM

25

Go big or go home. By that either make it gently sloped the entire way or sharply sloped. Either
way can work, but what doesn't work is a compromise and some attempt to hide the slope.

3/22/2018 12:50 PM

26

It would be great if the open space was accessible, flexible, and usable, rather than taken up with
large architectural movements

3/22/2018 9:54 AM

27

More than anything, this space should be accessible, comfortable and easy to navigate. I would
not include large pieces of sculpture.

3/22/2018 9:14 AM

28

By incorporating gradual stairs and sculptural stairs, it ensures that more of the space is usable
and inviting and not taken up by big architectural movements that disconnect different parts of the
park.

3/21/2018 5:58 PM

29

Finding a way to make the grade change usable through the creation of open space would be
beneficial to this area.

3/21/2018 4:59 PM

30

If we have to have steps, please make sure there are options for wheelchairs. I would prefer the
space to be as usable as possible.

3/21/2018 4:20 PM

31

Stairs would be alright, but you didn't show any with sufficient greenery around it. All of these look
too stark, even linear with green terrace and no shrubs/small trees

3/21/2018 1:23 PM

32

Straig stairs would allow for the park to have the most usable open space that would allow for a
variety of uses. The Terrace or Sculptural stairs would eat into places where we could see
potential pop up markets or other uses for the Park.

3/21/2018 12:08 PM

33

The more soft, green space, with foliage, the better. However, I think the terraces looks better with
the clean, monumental lines of nearby buildings than the sloping paths

3/20/2018 7:19 PM

34

Test

3/19/2018 6:42 PM

35

None

3/19/2018 5:36 PM
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Q9 Do you support a corner retail building and a reconfigured open
space?
Answered: 66
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Q10 Do you have other comments about the proposed corner retail
building?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 33

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Not needed

3/28/2018 9:43 PM

2

Have a dance studio, Asian market, fresh bread market, or a place for cheap, fresh, organic
produce.

3/28/2018 5:53 PM

3

This is a brilliant urban design solution that works on multiple levels. Fill it with a coffee shop,
restaurants and roof top bars. GREAT idea.

3/28/2018 5:37 PM

4

Do you have solid anchor tenants? Or is the building going to be an albatross in 5 years? Smaller
may be better.

3/28/2018 5:17 PM

5

The area needs more retail, so it would help make the area more vibrant. The retail should be
something other than restaurants, such as stores that serve residents of the area (e.g. hardware
store, clothing.)

3/28/2018 3:07 PM

6

sidewalk width on N side of 18th must be enlarged - not shrunk. I thought the plan was to expand
the sidewalk width - even with the corner retail building. a plan without an expanded sidewalk in
this very busy area is NOT acceptable.

3/28/2018 2:49 PM

7

The corner retail will be really unfriendly to accessing open space. Small, temporary pop up retail
could be an option, but events and other commercialization to the space is needed and would be
welcomed.

3/28/2018 12:36 PM

8

The new building would really block public access to the area.

3/28/2018 12:30 PM

9

If there is to be a building, it should be relocated to wrap the corner and face Crystal Drive. The
current plan leaves the 6000 sq ft at the lower level along C. Drive as isolated space.

3/27/2018 5:34 PM

10

There is no need to clutter the space with more retail.

3/27/2018 4:51 PM

11

The retail building is unnecessary in such a dense location like Crystal City. The whole point of the
park is to create more open green space in a cavern of towers. A new building takes away from
that plan.

3/27/2018 4:38 PM

12

Make it taller - looks to short compared to its neighbors. make the ground floor open, publically
accessible and flexible for use, especially around metro elevators.

3/27/2018 3:56 PM

13

The retail building has appeal for activation, but if it cuts off the easy visual access by using a wall
to create a Metro Plaza, then it would really destroy the intent of the Sector Plan.

3/27/2018 3:31 PM

14

Seems like it could be a clever way to knit upper and lower levels together. The building itself
would presumably have to incorporate ways for people to move between levels even when retail is
empty, closed, busy, etc. That is, public passage up and down can't be held hostage to the
commercial use of the space.

3/27/2018 1:04 PM

15

All of the 'cons' listed for a corner retail building aren't actually cons at all. cafe seating doesn't
'encroach' on park space, it populates a park with users. The idea that a park can't have structures
impede the 'character' of a space that was only vaguely defined in the previous plan is absurd.

3/26/2018 1:45 PM

16

The corner retail building should also contain public restrooms to support the market.

3/26/2018 9:03 AM

17

It would be better to have more open space. But if the covering of the garage entrance and the
accommodation for handicapped inside the building to the upper area can only be provided by the
building, I would reluctantly agree.

3/24/2018 6:00 PM

18

I'm not understanding the need for the corner retail building. There are so many (empty) buildings
in Crystal City. Why do we need to build another?

3/23/2018 10:34 PM

19

I support the corner retail IF it adds to the livability and general draw of CC. For example, a
restaurant, café, wine bar, whiskey bar, etc. that would stay open after 1800 hours and would draw
people to CC both in the evenings and weekends.

3/23/2018 11:30 AM
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20

open space is important but building could be ok if they give us something for it!

3/23/2018 9:37 AM

21

I encourage you to find a design solution that allows the PERCEPTION of open space using the
ROOF of the private building - a green roof or otherwise, that is below eye level for a pedestrian on
the plaza. There are good examples of similar set-ups at the Yards park in DC (where retail is
under a plaza and bridging a big vertical drop) and at Mosaic in Merrifield (where freestanding
retail boxes are in a mixed grade but still preserve the feeling of open space). ANYTHING is better
than the awful arrangement that is there now.

3/22/2018 6:58 PM

22

i love it, way better then sector plan

3/22/2018 5:06 PM

23

I have no real opinion on this one. My worry, again, is the pedestrian traffic and visibility turning
from/onto Crystal. If they think there is good potential revenue for it, I'm not opposed. I just worry
about whether that will be the case.

3/22/2018 3:20 PM

24

I think this proposed building ruins the stated goal of visually connecting the open space at this
corner with that space across the street at the water park. UNLESS, the building was set into the
park and underneath like the shops beaneath the stairs at Pioneer Courthouse Square in Portland
OR

3/22/2018 3:02 PM

25

The pros for this approach all make a lot of sense and is a great enhancement to the original
sector plan - in other words, non alignment with the original sector plan is not a con.

3/22/2018 2:21 PM

26

Too early to feel confident about what kinds of retail would be successful here. There are already
many competing restaurants. What other retail will be sustainable?

3/22/2018 1:38 PM

27

Will it atttract more frequent turnover parking to the adjacent bike lanes?

3/22/2018 12:53 PM

28

The public is getting nothing from giving away public park space. That land is very very valuable
and to get some future good will is not right.

3/22/2018 12:53 PM

29

This is a phenomenal idea to activate that corner. I hope the retailers that are being considered
provide energy and day and night activity catering to both office workers and residents.

3/22/2018 9:15 AM

30

Incorporating retail on the corner allows for activation of the park as it meets metro and ensures
that the space is inviting and people want to stay and use the park.

3/21/2018 6:00 PM

31

If this brings good retail to the area, I'm for it!

3/21/2018 4:53 PM

32

Crystal City needs better dining options and what would be better than dining in a park!

3/21/2018 4:22 PM

33

I think this is a really good treatment for the site and will help make Crystal City a special place. I
like the idea of keeping vibrancy in the form of more retail at the corner of 18th and Crystal Drive.
Great idea!

3/21/2018 4:05 PM

34

Open space is at a premium. I support higher building elevation above loss of ground open space

3/21/2018 1:28 PM

35

The corner building seems to serve many purposes. In addition to treating the grade, covering the
loading road, it is important that it would be a great feature for the new Metro entrance and a way
to activate the park so it has a blend of retail as well as green space.

3/21/2018 12:10 PM

36

I think a proposed smallish retail building would be fine. But a current problem with this area is that
the upper area seems cutoff and segmented, particularly from the low eastern approach. If you
build the building, you need to be careful to really visually connect the small lower eastern end with
the larger upper area. That retaining wall in the illustration still makes the area seem cut-off from
crystal drive. gradual terraces north of the new retail building would keep the whole stretch more
open from the crystal drive view

3/20/2018 7:28 PM

37

The corner building could help add more energy to the park. If I understand the exhibits correctly, if
built, the park will have the same amount of public space called for in the sector plan.

3/20/2018 5:06 PM

38

I think it would provide better activation, and a more interesting pedestrian environment along part
of 18th Street. I also think the currently proposed street cross-section for 18th Street, which is four
lanes of traffic, will turn pedestrians off from wanting to walk along the sidewalks in this location,
and would discourage cyclists from riding through to Crystal Drive in the proposed bike lanes -would be ideal for a four -> three lane car diet, and provide a better example of transit-oriented
development.

3/20/2018 3:44 PM

39

Test

3/19/2018 6:44 PM

40

None

3/19/2018 5:37 PM

41

Test

3/19/2018 5:13 PM
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Q11 If you do not support the inclusion of the proposed corner retail
building, what are some ways you would suggest handling the grade
change from the lower to the upper portions of the future open space
along 18th Street S?
Answered: 27

Skipped: 47

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Platform gardens, simple stairs, tall trees, natural spaces

3/28/2018 9:43 PM

2

N/A

3/28/2018 5:37 PM

3

Tiered stairs and paved surfaces low height sustainable landscaping.

3/28/2018 5:17 PM

4

see your diagram with ramped paths.

3/28/2018 2:49 PM

5

Integrating a multi-purpose space would be really useful. Singapore has a great green roofed
building that a lot of people love to use as exercise on a hill. This kind of form can all be used as
stadium seating for people to look out on an event. If a corner building still remains, still consider
this option. https://inhabitat.com/amazing-green-roof-art-school-in-singapore/

3/28/2018 12:36 PM

6

sloped paths

3/28/2018 12:30 PM

7

See comments above about relocating the building so it can shelter stairs, escalator etc. Beyond
that, I would ask why the higher grade is so fixed and immovable.

3/27/2018 5:34 PM

8

Switch-back ramps with vegetation between.

3/27/2018 4:51 PM

9

By using some of the landscaping/topographically appropriate options in the previous slide.
Terraces that include green spaces for people to sit at lunch or with their dogs would make the rise
more beautiful and more accessible than just a plain, straight stairway. Many people can handle a
few gentle steps at a time, but not a single-story staircase. I used to live atop a 79-step nearly
vertical stairway and it was MISERABLE and very unsafe to walk in both the summer and winter.

3/27/2018 4:38 PM

10

The split stairs. You could also put in a smaller corner reatail building and put in a bridge that
crosses over the mouth entrance of the garage and connects the upper part of the site with that
smaller building.

3/27/2018 3:31 PM

11

See comment above about the current pedestrian walk that has recently been created.

3/26/2018 12:37 PM

12

Steps, ramp and landscaping

3/25/2018 5:13 PM

13

Cover the garage entrance and include a sloped walkway or escalator over it.

3/24/2018 6:00 PM

14

Would tiered gardens work?

3/23/2018 10:34 PM

15

terracing?

3/23/2018 9:37 AM

16

See above. If the retail building does not get included, then look at the Yards in DC or Mosaic in
Merrifield for some good sloped-land urban open-space solutions

3/22/2018 6:58 PM

17

i support it

3/22/2018 5:06 PM

18

I feel this question has been asked with the pictures of various grade change strategies. Large
terraced steps or sculptural steps. As I stated above, Pioneer Courthouse Square in Portland
Oregon handles a similar site dilemma well.

3/22/2018 3:02 PM

19

I support inclusion of the proposed corner retail building

3/22/2018 2:21 PM

20

Leave this to skilled landscape architects.

3/22/2018 1:38 PM

21

Either a slow grade from the very bottom or a sharp waterfall type feature. Go big either way.

3/22/2018 12:53 PM

22

Follow curved driveway, narrowing and landscaping...add stairs from Crystal Drive to meet at top.
Bury elevators within embankment if possible

3/22/2018 11:15 AM

23

I do support it!

3/21/2018 4:05 PM
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24

2 separate open spaces with terrace between and pathway would work.

3/21/2018 1:28 PM

25

The corner building is a logical way to address the grade change straight on

3/21/2018 12:10 PM

26

None

3/19/2018 5:37 PM

27

Test

3/19/2018 5:13 PM
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